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This is a video response to Black Chemtrails in Dallas w/ Alex Jones Show 9-7-08
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Very, Very, heavy Chemtrailing today in Los Angeles county, 07/17/09.  
 
It was a pre-dawn operation, that by 7:30 am, was already dissapating into eerie, 
cirrus-type configurations. Heaviest in the NorthWest quadrant with longer flumes 

Danger In The Sky - The Chemtrail Phenomenon
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in the SouthEast quad. 
 
There is an odd white misty halo affect surrounding the dissapating, mock, cirrus 
patches, with general haziness increasing over entire sky, throughout the day.

Chemtrail Alert Over Weschester County NY , Rockland County NY, North 
Bergen County NJ. I take photos of these chemtrails every day.Send me your 
email if you live in this area and I will send you a pic. 

their either creating a blanket to keep somethin out.. r worse.. making a doorway 
4 other world communication 

A chemtrail has many similarities with a contrail... However, chemtrails last a lot 
longer, and they accumulate more moisture than contrails. Chemtrails may 
actually turn into clouds due to the moisture they absorb. Additionally, chemtrails 
differ in their flight pattern configuration from contrails; they do not appear to 
show aircraft trajectories from point A to point B, but rather crisscross-like 
patterns. 

Researchers discovered 6 different agendas or motives for these operations, 
some of which may overlap: environment or climate changes, biological, military 
purposes, electromagnetic, geophysical or global effects, and exotic propulsion 
systems. Analysis of material from chemtrails has revealed magnetic salts, 
including the toxic substance of barium. Fibers, submicron in size, have 
also been detected, and they bear a physical similarity to the filaments found in 
Morgellons Disease. 

This is nutty. If those trails are not water vapour condensed from the atmosphere, 
how might the aircraft fly? You lovely people do realise how much all that would 
weigh, right? 
 
This silly idea has so many holes in it, and your so called evidence is utter 
conjecture. 
 
You've all been watching X-files reruns a bit too much I think. 

what I find as weird is they say..we need to get involved in politics if we want 
answers and change.. 
YET, people have been pounding the political element for answer for sevreal 
years now, and we still get the same answers....that being; we don`t know want 
your talking about, to the same old your crazy..... 

no doubt this is a space based program.......I have been saying that it`s a space 
based program for about 3 years now...I glad to here other following up on it... 
I don`t believe it`s terriorist protection program... 
What ever it about its been 10 years + of a ongoing spray programs.. 
And they where wondering where 2.3 trillion dollars of the pentagons money was 
going the day before the 9 -11 event happen. This missing money was brought to 
the atttention of congress one day before 9-11 
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Also for clarification, I am not asking about pilots that are part of the government 
conspiracy of spraying chemtrials. I am asking about any verifiable pilot that is 
not part of the government conspiracy but that see the same lines in the sky and 
question them because they last so long 
 
 
 
 
Surly one of the researchers knows of non chemtrail pilot (verifiable) that has 
made of YT video questioning or speaking out against chemtrails 

but thank you gr8stuffis for your response, I understand that you do not know 
of any verifiable pilots that have questioned the trails seen in the sky. But surely 
one of the other researchers knows of a YT video of verifiable pilot (unlike 
av8er152) that has spoken out about chemtrails or questioned the long lasting 
trails. 
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